All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Wildlife managers routinely seek to establish sustainable limits of sport harvest or other regulated forms of take while confronted with considerable uncertainty. A growing body of ecological research focuses on methods to describe and account for uncertainty in management decision-making and to prioritize research and monitoring investments to reduce the most influential uncertainties (for examples see\[[@pone.0175411.ref001]--[@pone.0175411.ref010]\]). We used simulation methods incorporating measures of demographic uncertainty to evaluate risk of overharvest and prioritize information needs for North American sea ducks (Tribe *Mergini*).

There are 15 sea duck species endemic to North America and 22 populations recognized as allopatric or independent for purposes of management ([Fig 1](#pone.0175411.g001){ref-type="fig"}; \[[@pone.0175411.ref011]\]). Sea ducks are popular game birds in North America, yet they are poorly monitored and their population dynamics are poorly understood relative to other North American waterfowl \[[@pone.0175411.ref012]--[@pone.0175411.ref017]\]. Sea duck life histories are characterized by high adult survival, delayed maturation, and low reproductive capacity suggesting that population abundance of these species may be sensitive to factors influencing adult survival (e.g., harvest). Increased interest in sport harvest of sea ducks in some areas in recent decades may be related to regulatory restrictions on other species such as Canada goose (*Branta canadensis*) and American black duck (*Anas rubripes*). Special hunting regulations, established in the 1930s to increase hunting opportunity on sea ducks, reflect past perceptions that these species were lightly harvested and could sustain additional harvest pressure \[[@pone.0175411.ref012], [@pone.0175411.ref018]\]. However, limited population monitoring data for North American sea ducks suggest that 10 of the 15 species were declining in the 1980s and 1990s \[[@pone.0175411.ref012], [@pone.0175411.ref013]--[@pone.0175411.ref017]\]. More recent analyses indicated that 2 of the 22 recognized North American sea duck populations are currently declining, while the status of 9 populations is unknown \[[@pone.0175411.ref011]\]. The causes of past and present declines are largely unknown.

![North American breeding and winter ranges of American common eider (*Sometaria mollissima dresseri*), eastern and western populations of black scoter (*Melanitta americana*) and surf scoter (*M*. *perspicillata*), white-winged scoter (*M*. *fusca*), and long-tailed duck (*Clangula hyemalis*).](pone.0175411.g001){#pone.0175411.g001}

The popularity of sea duck hunting, extended hunting opportunity for some populations (i.e., special seasons and/or bag limits), and population declines have led to concern about potential overharvest. Owing to data limitations, there have been few attempts to assess the sustainability of harvest of sea ducks \[[@pone.0175411.ref019], [@pone.0175411.ref020]\]. We assessed risk of overharvest of sea ducks by contrasting estimates of allowable harvest to contemporary harvest estimates. Based on socio-economic importance of sport or subsistence harvest and concern over declining or unknown population status, we focused on 7 populations: the American subspecies of common eider (*Somateria mollissima dresseri*), eastern and western populations of black scoter (*Melanitta americana*) and surf scoter (*M*. *perspicillata*), and continental populations of white-winged scoter (*M*. *fusca*) and long-tailed duck (*Clangula hyemalis*). Satellite telemetry data suggests a degree of breeding range overlap for the surf scoter populations ([Fig 1](#pone.0175411.g001){ref-type="fig"}; Sea Duck Joint Venture, unpublished data) and limited exchange has been documented to occur between North American, European, and Asian populations for other species, however, we consider immigration/emigration negligible and do not address them here.

Quantification of uncertainty is crucial to evaluating the results of the assessment for harvest management as well as identifying and prioritizing information needs. We evaluate risk of overharvest for individual populations as an aid in evaluating contemporary harvest policies, conditional on the descriptions of uncertainty in demographic parameters presented. We also evaluated the influence of uncertainty in demographic parameters on conclusions about the risk of overharvest as a means to prioritize future research and monitoring to improve harvest decisions.

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Assessment of overharvest risk and prioritization of information needs for each population involved several steps. First, we combined published and unpublished information with expert opinion to define probability distributions for demographic parameters used in estimation of allowable harvest and contemporary levels of sport and subsistence harvest. Second, we used simulation to propagate uncertainty in individual demographic parameters into probability distributions for allowable harvest and for contemporary observed harvest. In the simulations, we compared estimates of allowable and observed harvest. Subsequently, we calculated the proportion of simulations where observed harvest \< allowable harvest, as a measure of risk of overharvest. Finally, we used linear regression to assess the sensitivity of the simulated differences between allowable and observed harvests to uncertainty in individual demographic parameters in order to prioritize information needs.

Prescribed take level framework {#sec003}
-------------------------------

Limited biological and demographic information for the populations studied led us to select the Prescribed Take Level (PTL) \[[@pone.0175411.ref008]\] framework to assess allowable take. The PTL framework is based on the theory of density-regulated population growth \[[@pone.0175411.ref008], [@pone.0175411.ref021], [@pone.0175411.ref022]\]. Prescribed Take Level is a generalization of the Potential Biological Removal (PBR) framework \[[@pone.0175411.ref023]\] and is applicable to a broad range of take applications, including hunting. PBR was initially developed to regulate human-caused mortality of marine mammals \[[@pone.0175411.ref023]\] and both PBR and PTL methods have been applied to management of sport harvest as well as permitted and illegal take of birds \[[@pone.0175411.ref008], [@pone.0175411.ref022], [@pone.0175411.ref024]--[@pone.0175411.ref028]\].

Previous applications of PTL to birds were based on breeding population (i.e., pre-growth) estimates. For reasons detailed in *Developing Probability Distributions for Demographic Parameters*, we reformulated PTL for a post-growth (i.e., fall) population by deriving the maximum sustainable harvest rate for a fall population under the theta-logistic growth model (see [S1 File](#pone.0175411.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for derivation). When annual estimates of post-growth population size are available, PTL can be applied to annual harvest management decisions as: $${PTL}_{t} = H_{t}^{FF} = F_{0} \times \left( \frac{r_{max} \times \theta}{1 + \theta\left( 1 + r_{max} \right)} \right) \times N_{t}^{FF}$$ where PTL~*t*~ is the prescribed or allowable harvest level ($H_{t}^{FF}$, in numbers of individuals) for year *t*, $N_{t}^{FF}$ is fall population size in year *t*, *r*~max~ is the intrinsic rate of increase for the population, and *F*~o~ is a scaling factor representing the management objective, i.e., the desired take level relative to maximum sustained yield (MSY) \[[@pone.0175411.ref008], [@pone.0175411.ref022]\]. A harvest strategy with an objective of MSY would set *F*~0~ = 1, whereas *F*~0~ values \<1 reflect a more conservative strategy, relative to risk of overharvest, with an associated equilibrium population size greater than that under a MSY strategy. The parameter *θ* allows for non-linear density dependence, which can influence allowable take \[[@pone.0175411.ref022], [@pone.0175411.ref029]\].

Alternatively, if harvest rate can be directly measured for a population, PTL for a post-growth population can be expressed as an allowable harvest rate by: $$PTL = h_{MSY}^{FF} = F_{0} \times \left( \frac{r_{max} \times \theta}{1 + \theta\left( 1 + r_{max} \right)} \right)$$ A strategy based on harvest rate requires no associated measure of population size to ensure sustainability since harvesting at the allowable rate over time will cause population size to converge on the desired equilibrium state as dictated by *F*~0~. In contrast, PTL strategies based on total harvest must include a monitoring program capable of tracking changes in population size to appropriately scale harvest levels to population size. Strategies based on harvest rate are intrinsically robust to environmental stochasticity causing variation in carrying capacity. For some bird species, marking and recovery data obtained from banding or ringing programs can be used to estimate harvest and survival rates \[[@pone.0175411.ref030], [@pone.0175411.ref031]\]. Of the populations we evaluated, only common eider were sufficiently banded to permit a harvest-rate formulation of PTL. While the harvest rate-based PTL for eiders is specific to the female segment of the population, the total harvest-based PTL estimates for the other populations include both sexes.

No explicit harvest management objectives have been established for sea ducks other than the objective of sustainability implicit in the provisions of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703--712; Ch. 128; July 13, 1918; 40 Stat. 755). We, therefore, used MSY as the benchmark and set *F*~0~ = 1 for all populations. We recognize that managing harvest for MSY increases the potential for overharvest in the face of uncertainty and stochasticity, however, we selected *F*~0~ = 1 as a basis for this assessment because no more restrictive objective has been agreed upon by the waterfowl management community.

Estimating *r*~max~ {#sec004}
-------------------

We defined *r*~max~ as the maximum growth rate achievable by a population when that population is not exposed to the source of mortality of interest (in this case harvest), is not under any resource limitations causing density-dependent regulation, and is experiencing otherwise average environmental conditions. This definition implies that *r*~max~ is not a constant, fixed for either a species or a population, but rather is determined by a species' life history traits as expressed in a particular environmental setting \[[@pone.0175411.ref021],[@pone.0175411.ref032],[@pone.0175411.ref033]\]. This further implies that *r*~max~ for a population can change over time based on change in the mean environmental conditions experienced by the population, including changes in the degree of anthropogenic factors, besides harvest, affecting mortality or recruitment.

A variety of methods exist to estimate *r*~max~ \[[@pone.0175411.ref021]\] and each has inherent assumptions and implications with respect to the evaluation of harvest sustainability. Because sea ducks exhibit varying degrees of age structure with respect to reproductive rates \[[@pone.0175411.ref019], [@pone.0175411.ref034]--[@pone.0175411.ref038]\] we used the age-structured population projection matrix **A** (shown below for 3 age classes) \[[@pone.0175411.ref039]\] to estimate the maximum finite population growth rate in the absence of harvest (*λ*~max~): $$\mathbf{A} = \begin{bmatrix}
{b_{1} \times p_{1}} & {b_{2} \times p_{2}} & {b_{A} \times {p.ad}} \\
p_{1} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & p_{2} & {p.ad} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$ Parameters *p*~1~, *p*~2~, and *p*.*ad* represent juvenile (i.e, post-fledging young), 2^nd^ year subadult, and adult age class survival rates in the absence of harvest, respectively, and *b* represents fecundity (fledged juveniles per adult) for the same age classes, at low density.

We used a post-birth pulse formulation of the projection matrix with 4 age classes (juveniles, 2^nd^ year and 3^rd^ year subadults, and adults) for eider \[[@pone.0175411.ref036]\] and 3 age classes (juveniles, 2^nd^ year subadults, and adults) for the other populations \[[@pone.0175411.ref034], [@pone.0175411.ref035], [@pone.0175411.ref037], [@pone.0175411.ref038]\] to allow for age-specific fecundity and survival. We calculated *λ*~max~ as the dominant eigenvalue from the projection matrix using the *popbio* package in program R \[[@pone.0175411.ref040], [@pone.0175411.ref041]\] and estimated *r*~max~ as *λ*~max~− 1 for a discrete growth process.

While the projection matrix formulation requires the estimation of a larger number of input parameters than some other methods of estimating *r*~max~ (i.e., demographic invariant method, DIM) \[[@pone.0175411.ref042]\], it has the advantage of greater generality and flexibility from a management perspective. Specifically, the projection matrix incorporates both fecundity and survival processes, which is important since the maximum values of both are affected by environmental conditions and anthropogenic stressors that constrain maximum growth for a population.

Although context- or population-specific *r*~max~ estimates are of greatest utility in harvest management, the challenges in estimating demographic rates under conditions applicable to *r*~max~ led us to also use the DIM to generate alternative estimates of *r*~max~. The DIM requires only estimates of adult survival and age-at-first-breeding, and is based on relationships between survival, fecundity, and generation time that apply broadly within taxonomic groups. We computed DIM estimates of *r*~max~ using (Eq 15 in \[[@pone.0175411.ref042]\]) as: $$r_{max}^{DIM} \approx \lambda_{max}^{DIM} - 1 \approx \frac{({p.ad \times \alpha - p.ad + \alpha - 1}) + \sqrt{\left( {p.ad - p.ad \times \alpha - \alpha - q} \right)^{2} - 4 \times p.ad{\times \alpha}^{2}}}{2 \times \alpha} - 1$$ where *p*.*ad* is adult survival and *α* is age at first breeding, both measured under optimal growth conditions. We consider DIM estimates of *r*~max~ as theoretical maximum values for each species and contrasted them to the population-specific estimates derived from the matrix models, though we did not apply DIM estimates in the harvest assessment or comparisons.

We contrasted the DIM and projection matrix estimates of *r*~max~ by examining overlap in the computed credible intervals for allowable take. To apply the DIM, we computed mean body mass of adult females from published estimates \[[@pone.0175411.ref034], [@pone.0175411.ref037], [@pone.0175411.ref038], [@pone.0175411.ref043]--[@pone.0175411.ref048]\] and used an allometric relationship between body mass and adult survival (Eq 21 in \[[@pone.0175411.ref022]\]) to compute adult survival in the absence of harvest under ideal growth conditions as: $$p.ad = p^{1/{{{(\exp}{\lbrack{3.22 + 0.24 \times {\log{(M)}} + e}\rbrack}} - 1)}}$$ where *p*.*ad* is adult survival, *M* is adult female body mass (kg), *p* \~ beta(3.34, 101.24) and *e* \~ Normal(0, σ^2^ = 0.087).

Developing probability distributions for demographic parameters {#sec005}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We relied on a combination of published and unpublished data and estimates as well as the results of a formal expert elicitation to specify probability distributions for parameters. We sought to develop probability distributions that reflected uncertainty about the true mean value of each demographic parameter for each population.

### Literature search {#sec006}

With the aid of the Sea Duck Joint Venture (SDJV) Continental Technical Team, we searched both published and "gray" literature and compiled information on survival rates, fecundity components, overall fecundity, age of first and last breeding, population size, and harvest rates and/or total harvest for the populations under consideration. The SDJV is a U.S.--Canadian partnership formed under the North American Waterfowl Management Plan to address information deficiencies and improve sea duck management. Sea duck researchers and managers participating in the SDJV were organized into species committees to assist in the literature search. Committees were provided forms to aid in the literature search which specified parameters of interest. No other sideboards were provided for the literature review.

We sought estimates of the mean values of these parameters for each of the populations of interest under conditions corresponding to maximum growth potential. In comparison to other waterfowl species, available information on demographic rates for sea ducks is limited in both spatial and temporal scope. For many parameters, published demographic rates were unavailable, available only from dated studies, or applicable only to local study populations ([S1 Table](#pone.0175411.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Vital rates presented typically applied to populations subjected to harvest and possibly experiencing density-dependent regulation and, therefore, were not directly applicable in estimating *r*~max~. Moreover, we were concerned that estimates of statistical variability associated with published demographic rates for local populations were not representative of the uncertainty about the true population means for those parameters.

The paucity of available data led us to also conduct an expert elicitation process to supplement available information on demographic rates and their uncertainty. In deciding what published or unpublished data to use directly in the assessment, we attempted to select only estimates that were of the parameter of interest, not requiring major assumptions or adjustments. We also sought estimates that provided associated measures of variation or where such measures could be derived from the data presented. Other relevant data, that did not meet these criteria, were provided to the expert panel to assist in formulating the experts' input.

Because most available sea duck population estimates \[[@pone.0175411.ref011], [@pone.0175411.ref049]\] did not incorporate methods to adjust for various observer-biases, such as detection bias, and were not collected at the time of year required by the assessment, no population data were used directly in the assessment, rather we relied solely on the values provided through the elicitation. Similarly, survival estimates tended to be for the adult male cohort and for populations undergoing harvest. Total harvest estimates, though derived partly from estimates from statistically rigorous national harvest surveys, included uncertain and incomplete estimates of subsistence harvest. Because of these limitations, survival and harvest data used in the assessment were also derived solely from expert judgments that were informed by available data. For a number of fecundity parameters we were able to find estimates meeting our criteria. Since it was not possible to determine if those estimates were obtained while density regulation was occurring, we chose to incorporate those estimates directly in the assessment along with the elicitation results. More detail on data used in this assessment is found in subsequent sections.

### Expert elicitation process {#sec007}

Increasingly, researchers have employed formal methods of elicitation to synthesize expert judgments about uncertain quantities or processes (e.g., \[[@pone.0175411.ref050]--[@pone.0175411.ref052]\]). Elicitation refers to formal methods for estimating parameters when no empirical estimates exist on the basis of limited data and expert knowledge and opinion. We used expert elicitation to generate probability distributions for age-specific survival and fecundity parameters in the absence of harvest and at low density, fall population size, observed sport and subsistence harvest, and differential vulnerability (*DV*) of age classes to harvest. We summarized the information for each species obtained through the literature search ([S1 Table](#pone.0175411.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and provided this to an expert panel of sea duck ecologists and managers in the U.S. and Canada as background information for the elicitation. The panel was selected based on previous research or management experience with sea ducks and on willingness to participate. We requested that each panel member identify any additional published or unpublished data sources not summarized in the literature review. We also provided each panel member with an elicitation form and requested that they provide four values for each parameter (Table A in [S2 File](#pone.0175411.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in accordance with the four-point elicitation method described by \[[@pone.0175411.ref053]\]: the experts' best appraisal of the true population mean, the highest the mean could be, the lowest the mean could be, and a probability reflecting their confidence that the true mean was within the bounds they specified. Panel members were not required to specify values for all parameters and only offered judgments about select parameters at their discretion. We reviewed responses from each expert and when we perceived ambiguity in a panel member's response, we sought clarification. We then compiled input from all experts and returned the compilation to them for review, without revealing the names of the panel members. Experts were asked to view their peers' responses, identify areas of concern or misunderstanding, and revise their own values as they deemed appropriate.

### Combining sources of information and generating probability distributions {#sec008}

We used the results from the elicitation to construct expert-specific probability distributions using the methods described by (\[[@pone.0175411.ref054]\], p. 186). We also described a probability distribution for individual parameters from literature values when sufficient published and unpublished information existed (Table A in [S2 File](#pone.0175411.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We generated beta distributions for binomial parameters (e.g., survival, nest success, hatch success, etc.) with values constrained between 0 and 1. For other parameters, whose values were constrained to be \> 0 we used the lognormal distribution to describe uncertainty. In the case of breeding propensity, where experts provided a best estimate but no measure of uncertainty, we assumed a binomial variance for all species where only 2 age class-specific propensities were estimated, and a multinomial variance for eider for which propensity differed among 2^nd^ and 3^rd^ year subadults and adults. We used the *qmedist* function of the *fitdistplus* package in R to derive distribution parameters and then functions *rbeta*, *rlnorm*, or *rbinom* to generate probability distributions for the simulation \[[@pone.0175411.ref055]\]. We used Monte Carlo simulation (10,000 samples) to select randomly, and with equal probability, from the probability distributions derived from expert responses as well as available published or unpublished data, in order to develop a single probability distribution characterizing uncertainty for each parameter across all experts and data sources.

We quantified uncertainty for each parameter distribution by calculating a CV for non-binomial parameters and concentration for binomial parameters. Concentration is a measure of relative proportional uncertainty for binomials and was computed as: $$Conc = \frac{SD}{\sqrt{p\left( 1 - p \right)}}$$ where SD is the standard deviation and *p* is the median simulated value of the parameter \[[@pone.0175411.ref056]\].

### Parameters {#sec009}

***Survival (p1*, *p2*, *p3*, *p*.*ad)*.** To obtain survival rates, we compiled literature values from mark--recapture studies or banding data. Literature values generally represented survival of adults of populations subjected to harvest. Therefore, we also modeled female survival estimates based on an allometric relationship predicting maximum survival as a function of body weight (Table A in [S2 File](#pone.0175411.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; \[[@pone.0175411.ref022]\]). Both literature-derived estimates and those based on the allometric relationship \[[@pone.0175411.ref022]\] were provided to the elicitation panel as aids in specifying values for mean juvenile, subadult, and adult survival rates in the absence of harvest. The number of subadult age classes differed for each population depending on published information and expert opinion regarding the breeding propensity of each age class.

***Fecundity (b)*.** Fecundity was defined as the number of female offspring fledged per reproductive female per year. To estimate *r*~max~, reproductive rates should be representative of a population undergoing unrestrained growth, without density-dependent regulation, under average environmental conditions \[[@pone.0175411.ref021]\]. We estimated fecundity using two methods: (1) as the product of breeding propensity, clutch size, nest success, hatch success, duckling survival, and duckling sex ratio, and (2) from unadjusted female harvest age ratios (*i*.*e*, first-year females/adult females) derived from waterfowl parts collection surveys in the U.S. and Canada \[[@pone.0175411.ref057]\], divided by differential vulnerability (*DV*). Differential vulnerability estimates the extent to which juvenile birds are more vulnerable to hunting than adults; it is computed by dividing the band recovery rate of juvenile females by that of adult females. We computed variance of unadjusted age ratio by summing the number of juvenile and adult females wings received in parts collection surveys from 2004--2013 (Table B in [S2 File](#pone.0175411.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Treating the number of juvenile female wings as a random binomial variable, we simulated binomial proportions from the number of juvenile and total juvenile and adult wings, then converted proportions back to age ratios. Wing samples for western black scoter were insufficient and we did not include unadjusted age ratio or *DV* in the analysis for this population. Conceptually, the age-ratio based estimates, if unbiased, should be viewed as minimum estimates of fecundity at maximum growth rate since they were likely not derived when populations were at low density. However, we chose to include, and equally weight, both methods of estimating fecundity because of challenges in estimating individual reproductive rates under optimal growth conditions (i.e., *r*~max~) and uncertainty about the degree to which density dependent regulation of fecundity was occurring in each population. For all populations except white-winged scoter and long-tailed duck, we created the combined fecundity distribution by sampling from the distributions for the 2 independent methods with equal probability. For white-winged scoters and long-tailed ducks, the 2 independent methods of estimating fecundity produced widely divergent values and the combined distribution produced by these methods was bimodal. Since the bimodality was an artifact of differences in estimation methods and not of a hypothesized biological mechanism, we generated unimodal fecundity distributions for these populations by combining all simulated values of fecundity from both methods, computing mean and variance, and using those statistics to generate a single combined lognormal distribution. While the combined fecundity distribution of common eider was weakly bimodal, in this case the pattern resulted from a hypothesized mechanism of 'boom and bust' reproduction (e.g., see p. 245 of \[[@pone.0175411.ref058]\]) and, so, was retained in the final combined distribution.

***Population size (N*).** With the exception of a survey of breeding western black scoters that covered \>80% of the population's breeding range and was conducted annually from 2004--2012 \[[@pone.0175411.ref011]\], sea duck abundance monitoring programs are poor. At the time that the principal duck breeding population surveys \[[@pone.0175411.ref059]\] were developed in North America in the 1950s and 1960s, sea ducks were not considered species of socio-economic importance. Surveys did not include significant portions of the breeding ranges of some sea duck species, particularly portions of the boreal forest and tundra where operations were logistically challenging and costly. In addition, certain species such as scoters were aggregated in breeding population counts, precluding estimation of species-specific abundance. While expansion of breeding population surveys has occurred since \[[@pone.0175411.ref011]\], limitations of these surveys led managers to recently conduct comprehensive surveys of certain wintering sea duck populations \[[@pone.0175411.ref011],[@pone.0175411.ref049],[@pone.0175411.ref060]\]. Winter surveys have additional challenges associated with aggregated and temporally-variable bird distributions as well as greater risk to survey personnel safety associated with offshore operations \[[@pone.0175411.ref049], [@pone.0175411.ref060]\]. Despite the challenges encountered in winter surveys, the insufficient spatial coverage of breeding surveys and/or lack of species-level breeding population data for our species of interest led us to provide population estimates from winter surveys to the expert elicitation panel.

Winter abundance data for eastern and western surf scoters, eastern black scoter, white-winged scoter, and long-tailed duck were obtained through recently conducted winter surveys of the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts and Great Lakes (\[[@pone.0175411.ref049]\]; Sea Duck Joint Venture, unpublished data). Winter abundance estimates of western black scoters from Pacific Coast winter surveys were credible when compared with the breeding population survey estimate, considering that the winter estimate includes young-of-the-year birds \[[@pone.0175411.ref011]\].

To use winter population estimates in the PTL framework, we had to either: 1) convert the estimates to breeding population (pre-birth pulse) estimates, or 2) convert them to fall population (i.e., post-birth pulse) estimates and modify the PTL framework to accommodate a post-birth pulse estimate. We chose to modify the PTL framework to accommodate fall population estimates because we believed that there were fewer assumptions in converting winter population estimates to the preceding fall population than to estimates of spring breeding populations. To accommodate our post-growth formulation of the PTL framework, winter population estimates were converted to estimates for the preceding fall by adding the estimates of retrieved and unretrieved harvest, assuming negligible natural mortality. Converting winter population estimates to the preceding spring would have also required assumptions about mortality during the breeding season. Converting winter estimates to breeding population estimates by projecting forward would require assumptions about mortality from mid-winter through spring migration during a period of more extreme environmental conditions and possibly greater resource limitation. We provided winter abundance estimates, which were uncorrected for detection bias, as well as estimates of detection rate during winter aerial surveys \[J. Leirness, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, unpublished data\] to the expert elicitation panel as background information in formulating their best estimates of fall population size.

***Harvest and harvest rate (H*.*obs*, *h*.*obs)*.** Harvest estimates utilized in this assessment consisted of both fall and winter sport harvest and subsistence harvest for scoters and long-tailed ducks. We compiled estimates of fall and winter sport harvest obtained from the national harvest surveys that are conducted annually in the U.S. and Canada. We represented fall and winter sport harvest (*H*~Sp~) as the 2004--2013 mean of the combined estimated harvest in the U.S. and Canada (Table C in [S2 File](#pone.0175411.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and multiplied that mean by 0.731 (see \[[@pone.0175411.ref018], [@pone.0175411.ref061]\]) to account for a presumed bias in harvest estimates that may be related to prestige, non-response, or other factors associated with the national harvest surveys.

For subsistence harvest (*H*~Su~, we used estimates for Alaska for 2011 \[[@pone.0175411.ref060]\], as well as subsistence harvest estimates obtained from several one-time surveys of aboriginal peoples that were conducted in specific regions across Canada from the 1980s to the 2010s (\[[@pone.0175411.ref018],[@pone.0175411.ref062],[@pone.0175411.ref063]\]; Cree Trappers Association, Cree Regional Authority, and; Canadian Wildlife Service, unpublished data; C. Lepage, Canadian Wildlife Service, personal communication). Hunting, whether for sport or subsistence, includes associated unretrieved kill (*i*.*e*., crippling loss), which is assumed to be about 30% of retrieved harvest of sea ducks \[[@pone.0175411.ref018]\]. We adjusted the combined total harvest estimates, including both sport and subsistence, (*H*~SS~) for crippling loss (*C*) to arrive at total observed harvest (*H*.*obs*): $$H.obs = \frac{H_{SS}}{\left( 1 - C \right)}$$ Because one co-author had extensive experience estimating North American waterfowl harvest, we did not use expert panel elicitation responses to develop probability distributions to characterize uncertainty in observed harvest but, rather, used elicitation results provided by this co-author (Table D in [S2 File](#pone.0175411.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

An estimate of the total harvest (in numbers of birds) of American common eiders was not needed because harvest rates since 2002 have been estimated from banding data for this population. We used banding and dead recovery data obtained from the Bird Banding Laboratory (Table E in [S2 File](#pone.0175411.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the Brownie et al. dead recovery model \[[@pone.0175411.ref031]\] to estimate recovery rates for nesting and molting female birds. The dead recovery model assumes that no mortality occurs between banding and exposure to harvest. Molting birds are likely to meet this assumption, but we were concerned that the molting birds might underrepresent breeding females. Therefore, we included nesting birds in the recovery analysis. We acknowledge that some mortality occurred between nesting and the hunting season; however, given the high annual survival rate of female eiders \[[@pone.0175411.ref064]\], we assume that any violation of this assumption would lead to only a slight underestimate of recovery rates. We converted recovery rates to overall rates of retrieved and unretrieved harvest, *h*.*obs*, by dividing the recovery probabilities by a reporting probability estimated for mallards in the Atlantic Flyway \[[@pone.0175411.ref030]\] and by crippling loss. We incorporated the uncertainty in recovery rates, reporting rates, and crippling loss into probability distributions describing uncertainty in overall rates of retrieved and unretrieved harvest.

***Functional form of density dependence (θ)*.** In the theta-logistic growth model, *θ* defines the functional form of density dependence \[[@pone.0175411.ref029]\], with *θ* = 1 reflective of linear density dependence, *θ* \< 1 consistent with density dependence that is strongest when population size is far from *K* (i.e., carrying capacity), and *θ* \>1 consistent with density dependence that is strongest when a population is close to *K*. Values of *θ* \< 1 are typical of fast-growth (i.e., *r*-selected) species while *θ* \> 1 are typical for slow-growth or *K*-selected species \[[@pone.0175411.ref029]\]. The form of density dependent response has consequences for estimates of allowable harvest with allowable harvest estimates for *θ* \>1 exceeding those for *θ* ≤ 1. We were unable to find any empirical estimates of *θ* for sea ducks in the literature. We considered using elicitation to derive estimates of *θ*, however, felt that it would be extremely difficult for the expert panel members to provide educated opinions on this parameter. We, therefore, selected a published value of *θ* for a North American goose species (snow goose, *Anser caerulescens*, *θ* = 2.05) \[[@pone.0175411.ref065]\] which, based on similarity in life history, we felt could reasonably be used to bracket values of *θ* between 1 and 2. We did not attempt to fit a probability distribution for *θ* or subject it to sensitivity analysis similar to the other parameters, instead ran 2 independent simulations, one where *θ* = 1 and another where *θ* = 2, and contrasted estimates of allowable harvest and risk of overharvest.

Comparison of allowable harvest to observed harvest {#sec010}
---------------------------------------------------

Using Monte Carlo simulation, we drew 10,000 samples from the probability distributions described for the demographic parameters and computed an allowable harvest estimate for each sample \[[@pone.0175411.ref008], [@pone.0175411.ref022]\]. During each simulation, we also sampled from the probability distribution for total observed harvest (for scoters and long-tailed ducks) and observed harvest rate (for eiders). The final step of each simulation was to compare the resultant allowable and observed harvest values. We then computed the proportion of iterations where observed harvest (or harvest rate) was less than allowable harvest (or harvest rate). We interpreted those proportions as measures of the risk of harvesting in excess of MSY, accounting for uncertainty in both allowable and observed harvest. Proportions closer to zero reflected a higher risk of overharvest, given the benchmark of MSY (i.e., *F*~0~ = 1). We repeated the simulation twice, once with *θ* = 1 and once with *θ* = 2, and summarized results independently.

Sensitivity of harvest comparisons and influential parameters {#sec011}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We conducted a sensitivity analysis to identify the individual demographic parameters whose uncertainty most influenced inferences about the risk of overharvest. Within the PTL framework, uncertainty in a given parameter will most greatly influence these inferences if *r*~max~ (and hence allowable harvest) is highly sensitive to the parameter, and if there is a large degree of uncertainty about the true parameter mean.

We compared the sensitivity of the difference between allowable and observed harvest estimates (or harvest rate for eiders) to uncertainty in the component parameters of *r*~max~, fall population size, and observed harvest by comparing the slopes of the linear relationships between the simulated differences in allowable and observed harvest and simulated values of each parameter. So that the slopes were directly comparable, we first standardized values of the probability distribution for each demographic parameter. We used the *lm* function in R to fit the linear model used to assess sensitivity as: $$H_{diff} = b_{0} + b_{1}x^{std}$$ where *H*~diff~ are the values of allowable harvest minus observed harvest (or harvest rate for eiders), *b*~0~ is the intercept, *b*~1~ the slope, and *x*^std^ are the standardized values of the parameter of interest. The slopes (*b*~1~) represent the sensitivity of the risk of overharvest to uncertainty in the component parameters. Parameters to which the risk of overharvest is highly sensitive have a high degree of uncertainty, a large influence on *r*~max~, or both.

Results {#sec012}
=======

Elicitation {#sec013}
-----------

We asked 38 North American sea duck researchers and managers for their input. Nineteen experts responded, of whom 14 provided input for at least one population. We received input from 4 experts for American common eider, eastern black and surf scoters, and long-tailed duck; 3 experts for western surf scoter; 2 experts for western black scoter; and 1 expert for white-winged scoter. The number of experts providing information for each population and parameter is summarized in Table F in [S2 File](#pone.0175411.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, along with their responses. Data compiled from the literature were usually similar to the values elicited through expert judgment (i.e., intervals submitted by expert judgment overlapped the values from the literature), with a few exceptions (Table F in [S2 File](#pone.0175411.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hatch success for common eider based on the literature was less than the lowest value submitted by all three experts who provided input on that demographic rate.

Parameter distributions {#sec014}
-----------------------

Expert judgment and data from the literature indicated that breeding propensity was approximately 25% (range = 21%-28%) for 2^nd^ year subadults and 90% (range = 85%-94%) for adults in the species we considered ([Table 1](#pone.0175411.t001){ref-type="table"}). Median clutch size ranged from 7 to 9 for scoters and long-tailed duck and was about half that for common eider ([Table 1](#pone.0175411.t001){ref-type="table"}). Nest success estimates varied nearly by a factor of 3 among species, ranging from 24% for white-winged scoter to 68% for common eider. Hatch success was high (\>86%) for all species except long-tailed duck, which had an estimate of 73% ([Table 1](#pone.0175411.t001){ref-type="table"}). Like nest success, duckling survival varied widely among species ranging from 17% for common eider to 45% for eastern black scoter. Combining these components into overall fecundity indicated that productivity (fledged juvenile female/adult female) of common eider (median = 0.17), long-tailed duck (0.18), and white-winged scoter (0.29) was lower than it was for black and surf scoters (0.64--0.82; [Fig 2](#pone.0175411.g002){ref-type="fig"}, red lines). The fecundity estimates based on age ratios corrected for *DV* were similar to the estimates based on reproductive components for eastern surf scoter; approximately 30% lower for eastern black and western surf scoters; and substantially higher (approximately 200%) for white-winged scoter and long-tailed duck ([Fig 2](#pone.0175411.g002){ref-type="fig"}, blue lines). Fecundity based on age ratios was also 71% higher for common eider, but still low compared to all other species ([Fig 2](#pone.0175411.g002){ref-type="fig"}, blue line).

![Probability distributions depicting uncertainty in two alternative methods of estimating fecundity for seven populations of North American sea ducks as well as combined probability distributions that weight both methods equally.](pone.0175411.g002){#pone.0175411.g002}

10.1371/journal.pone.0175411.t001

###### Median and 95% credible intervals of final probability distributions for parameters used in the harvest potential assessment of seven sea duck populations, based on available empirical data and expert elicitation.
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  Parameter                                                                                                                                                               Common Eider          Eastern Black Scoter     Eastern Surf Scoter      Western Black Scoter      Western Surf Scoter       White-winged Scoter      Long-tailed Duck
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ -------------------------
  Breeding propensity of females at age 2 (*bp2*)                                                                                                                         0.21 (0.13,0.30)      0.24 (0.13,0.43)         0.24 (0.13,0.43)         0.25 (0.17,0.34)          0.22 (0.14,0.33)          0.28 (0.12,0.48)         0.28 (0.11,0.43)
  Breeding propensity of females at age 3 (*bp3*)                                                                                                                         0.75 (0.60,1.00)      na                       na                       na                        na                        na                       na
  Breeding propensity adult females (*bp*.*ad*)                                                                                                                           0.92 (0.60,1.00)      0.92 (0.73,0.99)         0.93 (0.73,0.99)         0.91 (0.67,0.99)          0.85 (0.65,0.99)          0.94 (0.77,0.99)         0.88 (0.63,0.99)
  Clutch size (cs)                                                                                                                                                        3.96 (2.93,5.23)      8.02(5.65,10.37)         7.45 (5.95,9.77)         7.91 (5.90,10.09)         7.24 (3.94,10.38)         8.81 (7.41,10.47)        7.05 (5.16,8.77)
  Nest success (*ns*)                                                                                                                                                     0.68 (0.40,0.88)      0.63 (0.36,0.93)         0.53 (0.30,0.89)         0.48 (0.18,0.93)          0.66 (0.34,0.91)          0.24 (0.10,0.43)         0.46 (0.18,0.70)
  Hatching success (*hs*)                                                                                                                                                 0.86 (0.56,0.95)      0.92 (0.60,1.00)         0.94 (0.58,1.00)         0.97 (0.89,1.00)          0.97 (0.49,1.00)          0.86 (0.83,0.90)         0.73 (0.19,0.94)
  Duckling survival (*ds*)                                                                                                                                                0.17 (0.00,0.53)      0.45 (0.17,0.75)         0.42 (0.18,0.65)         0.40 (0.20,0.76)          0.40 (0.21,0.62)          0.36 (0.27,0.45)         0.24 (0.07,0.49)
  Ratio of juvenile to adult hen wings submitted and collected in the US and Canadian national harvest survey (*wings*)                                                   0.58 (0.47,0.70)      1.42 (1.18,1.72)         1.49 (1.27,1.76)         NA                        0.96 (0.70,1.31)          2.14 (1.73,2.71)         1.25 (1.08,1.45)
  Differential vulnerability; vulnerability of juvenile to adult females to harvest (*DV*)                                                                                2.39 (1.44,5.74)      2.31 (1.55,3.41)         2.31 (1.55,3.41)         NA                        2.18 (1.41,3.37)          2.31 (1.55,3.41)         2.61 (1.42,5.32)
  Juvenile, first-year survival (*p*1)                                                                                                                                    0.65 (0.40,0.85)      0.67 (0.50,0.80)         0.66 (0.50,0.80)         0.66 (0.50,0.80)          0.58 (0.29,0.81)          0.67 (0.58,0.75)         0.63 (0.45,0.78)
  Subadult, 2nd year survival (*p*2)                                                                                                                                      0.89 (0.79,0.96)      0.82 (0.71,0.95)         0.82 (0.71,0.95)         0.82 (0.70,0.95)          0.88 (0.65,0.97)          0.75 (0.66,0.83)         0.71 (0.47,0.85)
  Adult survival (*p*.*ad*)                                                                                                                                               0.90 (0.78,0.96)      0.88 (0.79,0.95)         0.88 (0.79,0.95)         0.88 (0.79,0.95)          0.88 (0.65,0.97)          0.84 (0.75,0.90)         0.81 (0.58,0.91)
  Fall population size; post-birth pulse population size (*N*^FF^)                                                                                                        na                    464132 (272345,770082)   387514 (150571,890743)   218541 (186578, 256323)   413687 (211809, 888205)   536077 (382127,754206)   777748 (517211,1207488)
  Observed total sport and subsistence harvest unadjusted for crippling loss; for COEI this is observed harvest rate unadjusted for crippling loss (*H*.*obs; h*.*obs*)   0.018 (0.016,0.021)   19915 (14196,28221)      26227 (20265,34208)      11705 (7503,18130)        6688 (3885,11493)         16549 (10246,27113)      29996 (24015,37716)
  Crippling loss or unretrieved harvest (*crip*)                                                                                                                          0.30 (0.18,0.43)      0.30 (0.19,0.43)         0.30 (0.19,0.43)         0.30 (0.18,0.43)          0.30 (0.18,0.43)          0.30 (0.18,0.43)         0.30 (0.19,0.43)

Experts expressed considerable uncertainty in most of the fecundity parameters, particularly in hatch success, nest success, and duckling survival (Table F in [S2 File](#pone.0175411.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). High uncertainty in the components of fecundity resulted in greater uncertainty in the model-based estimates of fecundity (CV range = 40% for white-winged scoter to 85% for common eider) compared to the estimates based on adjusted age ratios from the wing data (all CV ≤34%).

Estimated adult survival rates in the absence of harvest (and at low density) for common eider (median = 90%) and both populations of black and surf scoters (median = 88%) were similar, whereas the estimates for white-winged scoter (median = 84%) and long-tailed duck (median = 81%) were lower ([Table 1](#pone.0175411.t001){ref-type="table"}). Survival rates for 2nd year subadult birds were similar to adults for common eider and western surf scoter, but between 6 and 12% lower than adults for all other populations. Juvenile survival was 20--34% lower than adult survival for all species ([Table 1](#pone.0175411.t001){ref-type="table"}). Estimates of survival based on the allometric relationship with body weight were similar to those based on expert judgment for common eider (*S*~allometric~ = 0.90, SD = 0.04), black scoter (*S*~allometric~ = 0.88, SD = 0.05), and surf scoter (*S*~allometric~ = 0.87, SD = 0.05), but higher than the experts' estimates for white-winged scoter (*S*~allometric~ = 0.88, SD = 0.04) and long-tailed duck (*S*~allometric~ = 0.86, SD = 0.05). Relative uncertainty in survival parameters (all \<30%) was much lower than fecundity, particularly for adult survival (all ≤25%; [S2 Table](#pone.0175411.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Total observed harvest, unadjusted for crippling loss, ranged from 6,688 per year for western surf scoter to 29,996 per year for long-tailed duck and the CVs decreased with larger harvest estimates ([Table 1](#pone.0175411.t001){ref-type="table"}). Estimated fall population size ranged from about 220,000 for western black scoter to almost 780,000 for long-tailed duck. Uncertainty was relatively high for fall flight estimates for both surf scoter populations, and was lower for all other populations (CV ≤26%; [S2 Table](#pone.0175411.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Comparisons of allowable and observed harvest {#sec015}
---------------------------------------------

The simulations produced median *r*~max~ estimates ranging from -0.063 for long-tailed duck to 0.143 for eastern black scoter ([Table 2](#pone.0175411.t002){ref-type="table"}). The median estimate of *r*~max~ for long-tailed duck was negative. Median simulated *r*~max~ was far lower for long-tailed duck than for any other population ([Table 2](#pone.0175411.t002){ref-type="table"}). The median *r*~max~ for each population computed from the projection matrix was lower than the maximum theoretical *r*~max~ computed using the DIM; however, the credible intervals of the two estimates overlapped for all populations except long-tailed duck ([Table 2](#pone.0175411.t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0175411.t002

###### Median (and 95% credible intervals) of simulation-derived probability distributions for theoretical maximum values of *r*~max~ derived using the Demographic Invariant Method, population-specific values of *r*~max~ derived using a projection matrix, allowable total harvest (or harvest rate for eider) derived from population-specific *r*~max~ values at *θ* = 1 and *θ* = 2 to bracket the functional form of density dependence, observed total harvest (harvest rate for eider) including sport and subsistence harvest adjusted for crippling loss, and percent of simulations where observed harvest was ≤ allowable harvest when *θ* = 1 and *θ* = 2 for seven populations of North American sea ducks.
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  Population             Demographic Invariant Method *r*~max~ (95% CI)   Matrix Model *r*~max~ (95% CI)   Allowable harvest θ = 1 (95% CI)   Allowable harvest θ = 2 (95% CI)   Observed harvest (95% CI)   Percent Observed \< Allowable *θ* = 1   Percent Observed \< Allowable *θ* = 2
  ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  Common Eider           0.155 (0.109;0.218)                              0.003 (-0.157; 0.144)            0.001 (-0.085; 0.067)              0.002 (-0.117; 0.087)              0.026 (0.021; 0.033)        19%                                     26%
  Eastern Black Scoter   0.176 (0.120; 0.249)                             0.143 (0.005; 0.420)             29,946 (988; 90,952)               39,062 (1,316; 115,850)            28,528 (19,567; 42,281)     53%                                     68%
  Western Black Scoter   0.176 (0.120; 0.249)                             0.136 (-0.057; 0.450)            13,844 (-6,351; 40,843)            18,077 (-8,549; 51,319)            16,724 (10,324; 27,019)     41%                                     52%
  Eastern Surf Scoter    0.178 (0.123; 0.247)                             0.133 (-0.023; 0.333)            23,359 (-4,225; 76,355)            30,497 (-5,656; 98,627)            37,522 (27,666; 52,108)     22%                                     37%
  Western Surf Scoter    0.178 (0.123; 0.247)                             0.079 (-0.131; 0.313)            14,721 (-32,348; 82,245)           19,348 (-44,093;105,207)           9,560 (5,399; 16,939)       60%                                     66%
  White-winged Scoter    0.172 (0.119; 0.245)                             0.038 (-0.109; 0.268)            9,864 (-32,019; 65,987)            13,068 (-43,540; 84,905)           23,733 (14,140; 39,899)     29%                                     37%
  Long-tailed Duck       0.184 (0.126; 0.258)                             -0.063 (-0.283; 0.121)           -23,940 (-118,692; 61,722)         -32,329 (-167,742;80,713)          42,853 (32,657; 57,977)     5%                                      7%

Allowable harvest distributions were wide, indicative of a large degree of uncertainty for all populations. The median of the allowable harvest distribution where *θ* = 1 was negative for the long-tailed duck (allowable harvest = -23,940; [Table 2](#pone.0175411.t002){ref-type="table"}). The percent of simulations where observed harvest was less than allowable harvest when *θ* = 1 was 5% and 19% for long-tailed duck and common eider, respectively ([Table 2](#pone.0175411.t002){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, for western surf scoter and eastern black scoter, over half of simulations when *θ* = 1 resulted in observed harvest levels equal to or less than allowable harvest ([Table 2](#pone.0175411.t002){ref-type="table"}).

For simulations where *θ* = 2, median values of allowable harvest distributions were again negative for the long-tailed duck ([Table 2](#pone.0175411.t002){ref-type="table"}). The percent of simulations where observed harvest was less than allowable harvest when *θ* = 2 was 7% and 26% for long-tailed duck and common eider, respectively ([Table 2](#pone.0175411.t002){ref-type="table"}). For western surf scoter and eastern black scoter, the proportion of simulations that resulted in observed harvest levels equal to or less than allowable harvest increased to 66% and 68%, respectively, when *θ* = 2 ([Table 2](#pone.0175411.t002){ref-type="table"}).

Sensitivity of harvest comparisons and parameter uncertainty {#sec016}
------------------------------------------------------------

We considered uncertainty in demographic rates to be important if the variation in the parameters strongly influenced the comparison of allowable and observed harvest. We present only the conclusions of the sensitivity analysis where *θ* = 1, since the conclusions for *θ* = 2 were identical. The composite estimate of fecundity was more important (*b*.*tot*; [S2 Table](#pone.0175411.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) than any individual parameter for all populations except long-tailed duck, for which it was second in importance ([S2 Table](#pone.0175411.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additionally, the composite fecundity estimates had greater relative uncertainty than most individual parameters ([S2 Table](#pone.0175411.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The importance of the individual parameters used to calculate composite fecundity estimates varied by population, but nest success and duckling survival each had a large influence on the composite fecundity estimates for over half the populations, and consequently on comparisons of allowable and observed harvest (Figs [3](#pone.0175411.g003){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#pone.0175411.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Table](#pone.0175411.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Sensitivity of the difference between allowable and observed harvest to individual demographic parameters as measured by the slope of linear relationships between the harvest difference and standardized values of the demographic parameters, where greater absolute slope indicates higher sensitivity.\
**Slope is affected by both the inherent sensitivity of growth rate and, hence, allowable harvest, to each parameter and its relative proportional uncertainty. Bars reflecting relative proportional uncertainty represent the coefficient of variation for non-binomial parameters or concentration for binomial parameters and, in both cases, have been multiplied by 100 (divided by 1000 for eiders) for scaling and presentation purposes.** (A) common eider, (B) eastern black scoter.](pone.0175411.g003){#pone.0175411.g003}

![Sensitivity of the difference between allowable and observed harvest to individual demographic parameters as measured by the slope of linear relationships between the harvest difference and standardized values of the demographic parameters, where greater absolute slope indicates higher sensitivity.\
**Slope is affected by both the inherent sensitivity of growth rate and, hence, allowable harvest, to each parameter and its relative proportional uncertainty. Bars reflecting relative proportional uncertainty represent the coefficient of variation for non-binomial parameters or concentration for binomial parameters and, in both cases, have been multiplied by 100 (divided by 1000 for eiders) for scaling and presentation purposes.** (A) eastern surf scoter, (B) western black scoter.](pone.0175411.g004){#pone.0175411.g004}

![Sensitivity of the difference between allowable and observed harvest to individual demographic parameters as measured by the slope of linear relationships between the harvest difference and standardized values of the demographic parameters, where greater absolute slope indicates higher sensitivity.\
**Slope is affected by both the inherent sensitivity of growth rate and, hence, allowable harvest, to each parameter and its relative proportional uncertainty. Bars reflecting relative proportional uncertainty represent the coefficient of variation for non-binomial parameters or concentration for binomial parameters and, in both cases, have been multiplied by 100 (divided by 1000 for eiders) for scaling and presentation purposes.** (A) western surf scoter, (B) white-winged scoter.](pone.0175411.g005){#pone.0175411.g005}

![Sensitivity of the difference between allowable and observed harvest of long-tailed duck to individual demographic parameters as measured by the slope of linear relationships between the harvest difference and standardized values of the demographic parameters, where greater absolute slope indicates higher sensitivity.\
Slope is affected by both the inherent sensitivity of growth rate and, hence, allowable harvest, to each parameter and its relative proportional uncertainty. Bars reflecting relative proportional uncertainty represent the coefficient of variation for non-binomial parameters or concentration for binomial parameters and, in both cases, have been multiplied by 100 (divided by 1000 for eiders) for scaling and presentation purposes.](pone.0175411.g006){#pone.0175411.g006}

Adult survival was an influential parameter for all populations (Figs [3](#pone.0175411.g003){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#pone.0175411.g006){ref-type="fig"}). However, compared to other parameters there was low or moderate uncertainty around estimates of adult survival (all concentrations ≤25%; Figs [3](#pone.0175411.g003){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#pone.0175411.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Fall population size estimates were uncertain (CV 18--43%) and highly influential in the sensitivity analysis for most populations. Exceptions were western black scoter (CV = 8%; [Fig 4B](#pone.0175411.g004){ref-type="fig"}), where multiple sources of population survey data could be compared, and common eider where population size did not factor into the assessment ([Fig 3A](#pone.0175411.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#sec017}
==========

The few empirical studies that provided demographic information for the species and populations under consideration were typically local in scale and likely were not representative at the population scale. Breeding ranges of North American scoter species and long-tailed duck have only recently been delineated adequately through satellite telemetry projects (e.g., the Atlantic and Great Lakes sea duck migration study; <http://seaduckjv.org/science-resources/atlantic-and-great-lakes-sea-duck-migration-study/>), and the telemetry data indicate that much of the breeding range of these species lies outside of areas that are currently surveyed annually to estimate breeding waterfowl abundance in North America \[[@pone.0175411.ref011]\]. Those data also illustrate that reproductive parameter estimates for scoters and long-tailed duck are absent across the great majority of their breeding ranges. Consequently, empirical estimates that were available to us did not necessarily represent population-wide demographics, nor did they adequately characterize the uncertainty around those parameters.

Our effort to augment the empirical data by eliciting judgments from subject-matter experts was useful, despite the low number of responses for individual populations, and we would recommend the practice, especially in data poor applications. North America has few sea duck experts, owing to the difficulties in studying these species in remote areas, and although we solicited input from most of them, several were unable to participate and others were reluctant to provide an estimate for certain parameters, even though the elicitation process allowed them to express their lack of confidence. Most of the experts who did respond only provided estimates for a subset of parameters. Nonetheless, we believe that including the experts' responses resulted in probability distributions for parameters that better represented uncertainty. Combining the elicited data and limited available empirical data also ensured that the probability distributions reflected parameter values that were presumed representative of the population.

Comparison of methods to estimate fecundity {#sec018}
-------------------------------------------

Assuming that breeding densities of our study populations are high enough to elicit density dependent regulation of fecundity, we expect the model-based estimates of fecundity (i.e., those computed from the component reproductive rates estimated, presumably, at low density) to be higher than fecundity estimates based on adjusted harvest age ratios. Comparison of age ratio-based and model-based fecundity estimates ([Fig 2](#pone.0175411.g002){ref-type="fig"}) revealed that model-based fecundity estimates were greater or similar only for eastern black scoter, eastern surf scoter, and western surf scoter. The reverse was true for white-winged scoter, long-tailed duck, and American common eider. If breeding density in these populations is high enough to elicit density dependent regulation, greater age-ratio based fecundity estimates are disconcerting, and suggests that one, or both, estimates of fecundity may be biased. If recent population declines have reduced breeding densities such that density regulation of fecundity is not occurring, inclusion of age ratio based estimates is reasonable and the discrepancy between age ratios and model-based fecundity estimates would indicate that model-based estimates of fecundity under optimal conditions are biased low.

Even if reflective of optimal growth conditions, age ratio estimates may be biased. National harvest surveys used to estimate age ratios may not provide reliable data at regional or population scales \[[@pone.0175411.ref018]\] and estimates of observed harvest for some of our study populations may be inaccurate. Seasonal and geographic structuring or segregation of population age or sex cohorts, combined with small, and possibly unrepresentative, samples of hunter-submitted wings could cause bias in harvest age ratio estimates for specific populations \[[@pone.0175411.ref018], [@pone.0175411.ref065], [@pone.0175411.ref066]\]. If breeding density is sufficiently high to invoke density dependent regulation then age-ratios based on national harvest surveys and banding data are not reflective of conditions for optimal population growth.

While we requested estimates of component reproductive rates used in our model-based estimates of fecundity during the elicitation, clearly this was challenging for any of these populations, especially given the limited availability of data and published information. We suspect that, in many instances, median estimates of component reproductive rates did not adequately account for the effects of density-dependent regulation and were biased low resulting in an underestimation of maximum fecundity and *r*~max~.

Concerns about fecundity estimates derived using each method, and uncertainty about the degree of density-dependent regulation occurring in these populations, led us to incorporate both independent measures into the overall probability distribution for this parameter. Our results are conditional on both estimation methods being retained in the analysis. If one of the 2 methods were used as the sole source for information on fecundity, the relative sensitivity analysis rankings could change. Including both methods ultimately made the assessment more robust to the considerable uncertainty about fecundity levels expected under optimal growth conditions for each population.

Comparison of allowable and observed harvest {#sec019}
--------------------------------------------

Our PTL (allowable harvest or harvest rate) estimates were highly uncertain, much more so than the estimates of observed harvest that were based on national harvest survey programs in the U.S. and Canada as well as generally less reliable estimates of subsistence harvest. In fact, for every population examined and for both values of *θ*, the 95% credible interval for observed harvest fell entirely within the 95% credible interval for allowable take. This illustrates that, although a better understanding of the components of observed harvest (bias in fall and winter harvest estimates, comprehensive and up-to-date estimates of subsistence harvest, crippling loss) is desirable, a reduction in uncertainty in allowable harvest would likely be more informative to harvest management. For those populations where subsistence harvest estimates far exceeded sport harvest, a reasonable case can be made for better subsistence harvest estimates.

The percentage of simulations for each of the 7 sea duck populations where observed harvest \< allowable harvest ([Table 2](#pone.0175411.t002){ref-type="table"}) provides a general framework for assessing the risk of each population to overharvest. Any conclusions are, of course, conditional on the probability distributions used to characterize uncertainty in each demographic parameter, the assumptions and limitations of the deterministic PTL framework (see *Challenges and Assumptions*), and the assumed management objective of MSY. According to the simulation results, we grouped the 7 populations into 3 categories reflecting the risk of overharvest. The eastern black scoter and western surf scoter populations are at lowest risk of overharvest; eastern surf scoter, western black scoter, and white-winged scoter are at moderate risk; and long-tailed duck and American common eider are at the highest risk of overharvest.

For the populations with lowest risk of overharvest, the proportion of the median fall population size harvested was 0.06 for eastern black scoter and 0.02 for western surf scoter. Comparison of estimates of fecundity for these 2 populations show logical consistency, with model-based estimates exceeding those based on harvest age ratio (though perhaps not by as much as might be expected) and provide reasonable confidence in the median estimate of *r*~max.~. Growth potential in these populations appears sufficient to sustain contemporary harvest levels.

Of the populations identified as having moderate risk of overharvest, risk is highest for eastern surf scoter, as is the proportion of the median fall population harvested (0.10). Within this group, only the fecundity estimates for eastern surf scoter show logical consistency such that model-based estimates exceed those from harvest age ratios. No comparison of fecundity estimates was possible for western black scoter due to insufficient wing samples. For white-winged scoter, the median fecundity estimate from harvest age ratios exceeds the median model-based estimate suggesting that one, or both, estimates may be biased, again if it is assumed that these populations are undergoing density dependent regulation of fecundity. The difference between the 2 fecundity medians is so great for white-winged scoter that we suspect both the estimates are biased, in opposite directions. With a relatively low proportion of this population estimated to be harvested annually, the risk of overharvest is driven primarily by the low combined estimate of fecundity.

Our assessment suggests that American common eider and long-tailed duck are at the greatest risk of overharvest; median estimated *r*~max~ for both populations is less than, or near, 0, indicative of no long-term growth potential even in the absence of sport and subsistence harvest. In our assessment of allowable harvest of American common eider, most of the information used to describe fecundity was based on field observations and experts from Maine and the Canadian Maritimes where the population is believed to be in decline. Here several biological hypotheses have been advanced, from gull predation on ducklings to climate-related regime shifts in the Gulf of Maine, which could account for a low *r*~max~ and low growth potential. Our assessment indicates that although harvest rates of hen American common eiders were low, the harvest potential of this subspecies, given current environmental conditions and other anthropogenic stressors, might be even lower. This conclusion may apply only to the portion of the population breeding in Maine and the Maritimes, where demographic information was available.

Based on limited breeding population data from surveys that covered only a small fraction of the breeding range of long-tailed duck in North America, Bowman et al. \[[@pone.0175411.ref011]\] reported evidence that this species declined during the 1980s and 1990s, but has stabilized or increased since the early 2000s. Of the populations examined in this study, monitoring capacity and population estimates are poorest for long-tailed ducks which breed at low density in remote arctic habitats not covered by breeding population surveys. Large-scale winter population estimates have only recently become available and cannot be used to assess population trends. In addition, winter surveys have not covered the entire species winter range. Available published estimates for a limited number of reproductive parameters for this species are also very sparse and may apply only to local study populations. To date, no biological hypothesis has been advanced that would corroborate an ongoing high rate of population decline consistent with our median estimate of *r*~max~.

Finally, we note that our assessment of risk applies to overharvest and population decline. We recognize that there is also socio-economic risk associated with loss of harvest opportunity that must be considered in regulatory decision-making.

Sensitivity of harvest comparisons and influential parameters {#sec020}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Uncertainty in fecundity had more influence on comparisons of allowable and observed harvest than survival, population size, or observed harvest (or harvest rate). A mechanistic understanding of the fecundity process, as would be supported through study of component reproductive rates, may be useful in directing management resources. For several populations, uncertainty in individual reproductive rates greatly influenced inferences about harvest levels. In particular, duckling survival and nest success were influential to inferences about overharvest risk for most populations. Estimating the true population means for individual reproductive parameters, however, will be challenging for any population though technological advances in remote monitoring and physiological data logging may make large-scale studies more feasible. Replicated local-scale studies of component reproductive processes, distributed across the breeding distribution of individual populations, may also have great value by helping elucidate the relationship between these processes and population density.

Likewise, uncertainty in *DV* was influential to harvest comparisons for most populations. In the short-term, improved estimates of fecundity based on female age ratios, adjusted by improved estimates of *DV*, may be a more tractable solution than estimation of individual recruitment parameters at the population scale. Therefore, we recommend increased efforts to improve estimates of *DV* and adjusted harvest age ratios of female sea ducks. This would require increased preseason banding efforts, or some other novel method, to develop sea duck-specific estimates of *DV*. In some instances, population specific estimates of differential vulnerability may be necessary. For example, for American common eiders, differential vulnerability is suspected to vary between the U.S. and Canada in relation to cultural differences affecting the targeting of different cohorts by sport hunters. In the U.S., eider hunting is perceived more as trophy hunting, focused on adult males, and a large proportion of the harvest occurs through guided hunts. In Canada less trophy-status is afforded this species and higher rates of female and hatch-year male harvest occur \[[@pone.0175411.ref018]\]. Differences in vulnerability of the female age classes in relation to sport and subsistence harvest should also receive attention. Efforts to increase the sample of sea duck wings obtained during annual harvest surveys in the U.S. and Canada would also be necessary to improve the utility of adjusted harvest age ratios as measures of fecundity for these populations. Increasing the wing sample is especially critical, and would be particularly difficult in the Pacific Flyway, where sea duck harvest is low and sample sizes of hunter-submitted wings are small. In this assessment, small samples sizes of hunter-submitted wings precluded the consideration of the age-ratio based method for western black scoters.

Other methods of estimating population age ratio such as those based on direct observation of age and sex ratio of flocks during fall and winter \[[@pone.0175411.ref066], [@pone.0175411.ref067]\] should also be explored. Spatial and density-related variation in these observed ratios may, however, be related to differential migration and segregation. Broad-scale sampling or a better understanding of factors affecting cohort segregation would be required to ensure representativeness.

Finally, since age ratios are not necessarily estimated under ideal growth conditions, a method of projecting age ratios that would be expected under conditions of maximum population growth would need to be devised. Hierarchical models could be formulated to estimate fecundity at low density as a latent effect, however, such approaches require time series of population estimates or other measures of density that are generally lacking for sea ducks. It is also unclear whether, given sea duck life history strategies that favor population stability, sufficient variation in density would be detected from population surveys to estimate the latent effect. Finally, introduced or colonizing populations might be studied to estimate age ratios at low population density.

Our comparisons of allowable and observed harvest were also highly influenced by adult survival in all populations. This was expected, given the life history characteristics of sea ducks and the structure of population projection models \[[@pone.0175411.ref068]\]. With the notable exception of western surf scoter, the relative proportional uncertainty of adult survival was small in comparison to other parameters, reflecting expert perceptions that there is low uncertainty about the true population mean values. Despite less perceived uncertainty by the elicitation panel in adult survival for most populations, data to estimate survival are still sparse in comparison to some other waterfowl. The high sensitivity of growth rate to adult female survival argues in favor of increased efforts to estimate this critical parameter and verify that median values and uncertainty distributions used in the assessment are reasonable. We recognize the challenges in banding sufficient preseason samples of adult female sea ducks and that estimation based on other banding periods or based on satellite telemetry data may be more feasible. Efforts to verify and scale published allometric relationships between body size and adult survival \[[@pone.0175411.ref022]\] for sea ducks may also be of value if estimation of adult female survival proves intractable for some species.

Uncertainty about population size was also influential to harvest inferences in 5 of the 6 populations where it factored into the assessment. Bowman et al. \[[@pone.0175411.ref011]\] recently reviewed population status and monitoring programs for North American sea ducks. In general, but with some exceptions, current waterfowl breeding population monitoring programs are poorly timed to sea duck breeding chronology, suffer from poorly understood species misclassification biases (especially for scoters), and poorly account for detection and availability biases \[[@pone.0175411.ref011]\]. Bowman et al. \[[@pone.0175411.ref011]\] reported that little information exists to assess breeding population status or trend for the eastern black scoter given a breeding range that poorly coincides with the spatial extent of population monitoring programs. Similarly, population monitoring programs are not ideally designed spatially for western surf scoter and limited data suggest some discrepancies among regional trends in breeding and wintering populations. The breeding range of eastern surf scoter corresponds better to the spatial extent of current monitoring programs and indications from limited data are that this population has been stable or increasing since 1990 \[[@pone.0175411.ref011]\]. Lastly, the vast and remote arctic breeding range occupied by the long-tailed duck has prevented the development of adequate breeding population abundance monitoring programs for this species. Although available resources may preclude major shifts in annual spatial coverage or timing of current survey efforts, it is possible that new procedures to accommodate climate change or address differences in waterfowl breeding chronologies could help address some limitations to breeding sea duck monitoring protocols. We recommend continued efforts to integrate the operating procedures and analysis of presently disparate breeding population surveys for sea ducks.

Winter population surveys are receiving increased attention as alternative means of improving sea duck monitoring capacity. Significant challenges with aggregated and variable distributions, mixed species flocks, species misclassification, and limited information on detection and availability processes hamper interpretation of winter surveys \[[@pone.0175411.ref049], [@pone.0175411.ref060]\] However, given the importance of uncertainty in population size estimates to harvest inferences, we recommend continued efforts to improve winter population survey count data. Remote sensing-based designs offer promise in addressing many challenges of both wintering and breeding surveys, as well as increasing safety of survey personnel.

Uncertainty about observed harvest estimates was influential on harvest inferences for only two populations: western black scoter and white-winged scoter. Nearly all of the western black scoter harvest results from subsistence hunting in Alaska, where harvest survey methodology relies on hunters to identify species correctly when they report their harvest. Rothe et al. \[[@pone.0175411.ref018]\] stated that some of Alaska's subsistence hunters probably report all scoters they harvest as black scoters, thereby inflating harvest estimates for that species. Efforts are currently underway to improve the Alaska subsistence harvest survey, which could result in reduced uncertainty around western black scoter harvest estimates. Continental harvest of white-winged scoters is less than that of any other species we assessed; thus, harvest estimates for that species would benefit from larger wing samples, as recommended above.

Challenges and assumptions {#sec021}
--------------------------

The most difficult aspect of our assessment was specifying distributions for demographic parameters. As we described above, demographic rates used in the estimation of *r*~max~ are rarely observed in nature, particularly in harvested populations. Estimates of *r*~max~ for harvest management applications ideally account for the mean environmental conditions and anthropogenic stressors that set upper limits on growth rate for a particular population \[[@pone.0175411.ref021], [@pone.0175411.ref032], [@pone.0175411.ref033]\]. While, through the elicitation, we sought to obtain estimates of demographic rates that reflected maximum growth potential for each population, we acknowledge the difficulty in doing so, and that survival and reproductive parameters and *r*~max~ may be under-estimated.

In contrast, the DIM-based estimates of *r*~max~ are based on allometric relationships and relationships among survival, fecundity, and generation time that apply broadly within taxonomic groups. We view the DIM-based estimates as theoretical maximum values of *r*~max~ for each species which may overestimate harvest potential for a specific population under prevailing environmental conditions and other anthropogenic stressors. Our estimates of population-specific *r*~max~ were lower than the species' theoretical maximum values of *r*~max~ in all cases ([Table 2](#pone.0175411.t002){ref-type="table"}). For white-winged scoter, American common eider, and long-tailed duck, the differences between population-specific and theoretical maximum values of *r*~max~ were largest. It is not possible to determine if these differences are due to suboptimal environmental conditions or anthropogenic factors, to bias in estimates of demographic rates, or both.

Estimating the functional form of the relationship between population density, growth rate, and K as described by the parameter *θ* in the theta-logistic growth model is also challenging. Theta is most commonly estimated from a time series of population indices which are lacking for sea ducks \[[@pone.0175411.ref029], [@pone.0175411.ref069], [@pone.0175411.ref070]\]. Because we thought it would be difficult for experts to provide informed judgments regarding values of *θ* for any of these species/populations, we bracketed *θ* based on a published estimate for a North American waterfowl species with similar life history and ran the simulations for *θ* = 1 and *θ* = 2. Given the life history characteristics of sea ducks, it is likely that true values of *θ* are \>1 and that density dependence in these species is strongest as population size approaches K. The value of *θ* can have significant implications for harvest potential \[[@pone.0175411.ref022]\], increasing allowable take levels as the population approaches K for more K-selected species. If *θ* is \> 2 for the populations that we simulated, our assessment will underestimate harvest potential. There are a number of other important assumptions implicit to PTL that challenge its application to harvest management. First, PTL assumes that K is not changing. Carrying capacity, however, varies in response to environmental variation or to directional system changes. PTL is robust to changes in carrying capacity as long as *F*~*0*~ is formulated to maintain the population at a fixed fraction of K. This can be accomplished through a harvest rate formulation of PTL or through a time-specific, total harvest-based formulation which scales allowable harvest in accordance with population size \[[@pone.0175411.ref008], [@pone.0175411.ref022]\]. For the latter, it is critical that periodically updated population estimates are available in order to adjust PTL.

Second, PTL assumes *r*~max~ is fixed. Since we view *r*~max~ as a reflection of species life history traits expressed within a specific environmental/anthropogenic setting, it is possible that *r*~max~ could change over time as mean conditions change. There is no remedy for this problem other than conservatism in decision-making and vigilance in monitoring \[[@pone.0175411.ref008]\] to ensure that periodic updating of *r*~max~ estimates is possible.

Third, PTL as formulated assumes that hunting mortality is additive to other forms of mortality. This is a conservative assumption; however, PTL can be re-framed to allow for partial compensation \[[@pone.0175411.ref029]\]. Given the life history characteristics of sea ducks, and in the interest of simplification, we did not consider compensation or partial compensation of harvest mortality.

Finally, PTL, as applied here, is based on a highly simplified model of population growth: the deterministic theta-logistic model. While the methods we used to estimate *r*~max~ allow for limited incorporation of age/stage structure, sparse monitoring data for sea ducks limits rigorous examination of the effects of age/stage structure, population inertia/transient dynamics, environmental and other stochastic effects, cohort-targeted harvest, and other factors affecting the dynamics of structured populations. PTL was selected as an initial assessment framework because the simplicity of the underlying model permits broad application to a variety of sea duck species.

Conclusions and future development {#sec022}
==================================

While this assessment highlights a high degree of uncertainty in allowable harvest, it provides a framework for integration of new data from future research and monitoring. It could also serve as the basis for harvest strategy development as questions about objectives, regulatory packages, and the relationship between regulations and harvest are resolved.

We recommend that these PTL assessments be replicated at some reasonable time interval, incorporating additional information derived through research and monitoring. This could be accomplished in a number of ways including repeating the elicitation, updating or incorporating distributions based on empirical data, and/or weighting distributions. The results and conclusions of this study are conditional on the uncertainty described in the demographic parameters for each of the 7 populations. Changing the uncertainty distribution of one parameter can affect the relative sensitivity of harvest inferences to that parameter, as well as others, and would be expected to change the monitoring and research priorities described here. We note that this assessment framework could also be used in a more prospective manner. By speculating about the expected reduction in uncertainty in individual parameters that is anticipated from specific research and monitoring proposals, the funding agencies or partnerships such as the SDJV could use this framework to contrast individual proposals based on their expected effect on the comparison of allowable and observed harvest.

A more formal analysis of the effect of uncertainty and its reduction on harvest decisions could be achieved through an assessment of the expected value of perfect information (EVPI) or expected value of partial information (EVPXI) \[[@pone.0175411.ref009], [@pone.0175411.ref071]\]. These approaches require a fully-specified decision framework to include a harvest management objective, a set of actions (different regulatory alternatives in a harvest management context), and system and control models that specify the effects of regulatory actions and uncertainty about those effects. While a PTL assessment could provide a component of this larger decision framework, other elements, some technical, some policy-based, are presently unspecified. Efforts are underway to specify these policy aspects, further develop decision frameworks to guide sea duck harvest management, and apply more formal approaches to prioritize research and monitoring.
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